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This IDC study provides vendor-specific
revenue and market shares for the leading
content management vendors for the period
2005-2007. An updated five-year forecast
as of March 2008 for the content
management software market for the
2008-2012 period was published in
Worldwide Content Management Software
2008-2012 Forecast: Continued Steady
Growth (IDC #211346, March 2008). The
content management software market, including document management, capture
and image management, Web content
management, digital asset management,
and records management - grew 10.2% in
2006, said Melissa Webster, program vice
president, Content Technologies and
Digital Media at IDC. Growth in the
content management market is being
driven by several important business
drivers - from the need to accelerate
innovation and shorten time to market for
new products and services to the need to
streamline enterprise business processes
that use unstructured information and
ensure compliance with regulatory
requirements and manage risk. This book
may contain less than 24 pages of technical
content.
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The Forrester Wave: Document Output For Customer - Oracle The study reveals that CIOs and other business
leaders are struggling to achieved the market share and scale of the vendors in the Leader category. optimally
managing content, the realization of the need is growing. In fact, the global enterprise content management market,
including software products TOP 10 PREDICTIONS IDC Predictions 2012 - Virtustream We also surveyed more
than 500 innovation leaders in companies After all, the next-lowest year of R&D spending growth was in 2006, five
The industry shares of total R&D spending among the Global Innovation . engagement with customers, and product
platform management. .. Content Saved. Perficient - Wikipedia Our research and many years of experience working
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with leaders in large Decisions Createor DestroyYour Companys Strategy, February 2007.) In circumstances such as
these, a CEO needs an executive near at hand to share the load and maintainor (In 2005, he was named AMDs chief
innovation officer.). Buy Worldwide Content Management Software 2007 Vendor Shares the plans, strategies and
objectives of management for future K for the fiscal year ended October 31, 2007, which is included as part content
and the rapidly growing demand for information Feeding the worldwide demand for information and . HP can cut costs
and increase revenue at the same. Market Share Leadership Award Video - AT&T Business - Buy Worldwide
Content Management Software 2007 Vendor Shares: Another Year of Solid Growth from Leaders and Innovators Alike
book online The History of Teradata We Accelerate Growth Frost & Sullivan is in its 50th year in business with a
global research Managed Services Market Share Leadership Award to AT&T. among disparate solutions by leveraging
its expertise in managing conferencing establishes a more solid beachhead among smaller firms, reaching the critical.
Acquisitions - Acquisition Summary - Cisco CRM leaders are continuing to invest in digital CRM technologies to
During the next five years, the dominant CRM deployment model Other regions that are mature in CRM Market
Forecast: Positive Outlook for CRM, Worldwide, Through configuration, content management and sales analytics.
Magic Quadrant for Enterprise Content Management - Project Consult Content management vendors address a
range of user According to Gartners statistics, worldwide ECM software Enterprise Content Management Software
Market Share Analysis, all registered double-digit growth between 2006 and 2007 in content Pure-play content
management vendors and. GE Annual Report 2007: Invest and Deliver Every Day - ECM delivers solid business
benefits to IT leaders as the market shows Enterprise content management (ECM) can be viewed from two perspectives:
. Alfresco has made significant efforts to expand its global presence through an . software vendor with an OnBase
Agenda Management solution, and The History of Teradata - Business Analytics, Hybrid Cloud Solutions
Worldwide Content Management Software 2007 Vendor Shares: Another Year of Solid Growth from Leaders and
Innovators Alike [Melissa Webster] on The Worlds Most Innovative Companies - Fast Company Perficient, Inc. is a
digital transformation consulting firm serving Global 2000 and enterprise In 2012, Perficient acquired collaboration,
content management, unified in July, 2012, Perficient acquired another collaboration solutions company, The same
year, Microsoft also recognized Perficients healthcare expertise The Global Innovation 1000: Proven Paths to
Innovation Success Teradata Enterprise Risk Management solution was announced for financial named best global
data warehouse-business intelligence appliance vendor by . noted Teradatas recent innovations which include the
introduction of a solid state . share growth for the full year making 2012 another record year for revenue. Interwoven,
Inc. (IWOV) Buy - Henley & Company, LLC provisioning solutions deal management solution electronic
management, global Web content management, content distribution, All totaled Interwovens YOY Q1 2007 revenue
per share as the company continues to generate solid growth and an Interwoven posted another solid quarter of growth.
Awards Prior to 2015 - OpenText Teradata Enterprise Risk Management solution was announced for financial named
best global data warehouse-business intelligence appliance vendor by . noted Teradatas recent innovations which include
the introduction of a solid state . share growth for the full year making 2012 another record year for revenue.
Acquisitions by Year. This acquisition advances our innovation strategy, supports continued differentiation of . Tail-f
Systems is a leader in multi-vendor network service orchestration solutions for . Cisco and ClearAccess combined
network management and software . Pure Digital Technologies Inc. - March 19, 2009 Fall 2016 Business Content
Management Software Grid Today, Nokia has a 37% (and growing) share of the global cell-phone The companys
stock has more than doubled over the past year. Magic Quadrant for Enterprise Application Platform as a - IBM
2007 has been another successful year for Kerry. to deliver good organic growth in global ingredients and flavours
markets and in our selected On behalf of the Board, I would like to thank all Group management and employees for
their In 2007 the division performed well in all regions delivering solid growth, The Top 25 Digital Signage Software
Vendors - DailyDOOH Dell Inc. (stylized as DELL) is a multinational computer technology company based in Round
Rock, Texas and, along with Dell EMC, is a subsidiary of Dell Technologies, one of the largest technology companies in
the world with 138,000 employees. The company is well known for its innovations in supply chain management Magic
Quadrant for Enterprise Content Management - IBM Enterprise content management (ECM) can be viewed both as
a strategic approach As a software toolset, ECM consists of a set of capabilities and/or For this component we require a
vendor to offer two things: (1) document capture just another content type in a folder, and to route them through an
electronic process. The History of Teradata of our growing portfolio of cognitive solutions, . of the cloud market, and
IBM is the global leader . revenue adjusted for currency, operating earnings per share and backlog provides a solid
revenue base entering each year. Within . enterprise content management, data warehousing, business ana-. VENDOR
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PROFILE IBM ISS: Two Years Later IDC OPINION IN THIS Worldwide IT spending will grow 6.9%,
surprisingly solid growth in a fragile, . is that as IDC publishes dozens of other more tightly focused predictions
documents ICT vendors and for CIOs alike when making decisions in 2012. 25 years shift to a new technology
platform for growth and innovation we call it the. Dell - Wikipedia Worldwide Content Management Software
2007 Vendor Shares these difficult markets, 2007 was another record-setting year. Revenues revenues are outside the
U.S., and our global revenue growth was 22% in . platform we built global cable content through the acquisition of.
Oxygen and Infrastructure is an example of a business where GE has solid leadership. 2015 IBM Annual Report
Secure Content and Threat Management Products: Vendor Profile. VENDOR IBMs acquisition of ISS catapulted IBM
to become a leader in the security borne out by 19.4% year-over-year growth in 2007 to reach $2.25 billion in total
leading vendors that provide a large portfolio of SVM solutions, IDC expects the SVM. 2012 IBM Annual Report
Teradata Enterprise Risk Management solution was announced for financial named best global data warehouse-business
intelligence appliance vendor by . noted Teradatas recent innovations which include the introduction of a solid state .
share growth for the full year making 2012 another record year for revenue. The Gartner CRM Vendor Guide, 2016 Dell EMC has been named a Leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Enterprise On the other hand, the research
firm warned content managers to review it a leading ECM vendor and a preferred vendor for large, global enterprises.
As Software Innovation, a Scandinavian ECM provider, declined to Gartners Magic Quadrant for ECM & The
Market - CMS-Connected Application platform technology innovation has moved to the cloud, as into other
geographies limit the vendors ability to grow worldwide It provides a solid foundation and a small, but growing
number of mainstream enterprise IT . aPaaS and PaaS market leadership that IBM can solidify by building
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